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ABSTRACT: The growing popularity of gamification in learning combined with the power of modern gaming 

technologies is set to shape the next generation of simulation based training. Beyond the very realistic visualization 

features, today game engines offer many other facilities like advanced physics, artificial intelligence (AI), sound engines 

among other modules that can ease the development of simulations for training. Game engines developed by a large 

community of developers could reduce costs and time to market for both new and traditional simulation systems 

developers alike.  

However, there still remains several challenges in exploiting gaming technologies outside the consumer markets, in 

particular for defense and space modeling and simulation (M&S) applications. Games are generally developed to only 

work within their own game engine ecosystem. The trend within training and simulation is to connect systems together 

for co-operative training. While this is possible using a game engine’s multiplayer framework, it would currently require 

that all systems use the same game engine – an approach that can pose many issues, not least the risk of getting locked 

into a single vendor and the prospect of throwing away the significant investments already made by the system 

developers and end users.  

NATO and other research groups have already conducted a number of studies over the years to investigate if and how 

standards and technologies could be developed to promote modular game architectures. NATO Modelling and 

Simulation Group (NMSG) Exploratory Team (ET) 044 work on Modular Game Architectures being one recent example, 

which highlighted the need for open standards based approaches to promote maximum exploitation of the technologies. 

Some in the industry have also developed open standards based technologies to encourage re-use and interoperability 

of game engines and other simulation technologies. 

This paper is structured along the following topics to explore how open standards are applied to make game engines 

more accessible to the serious simulation developers in defense, space and other domains.  

• Why combine serious simulation and game technology 

• Some established game engines – overview 

• Why use open standards - use cases and opportunities 

• Practical experiences in developing open standards based interoperability tools for the Unreal Engine 



 

1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Game based simulation in training 

 
The growing popularity of gamification in learning, combined with the power of modern gaming technologies, is set to 

shape the next generation of simulation based training. Early simulators that used to run on multiple computer cabinets that 

would fill the room, were replaced by the COTS PC based systems running bespoke simulation software and high-end image 

generators driving a variety of visual display systems. Today, game based simulations running on COTS gaming laptops 

are commonplace in defense training schools. Their use over the internet for home based training is also possible in certain 

contexts.  

 

Beyond the very realistic visualization features, game engines today offer many other facilities like advanced physics, 

artificial intelligence (AI), sound engines, among other modules that can ease the development of simulations for training. 

Today for many training applications, traditional visual display systems with bespoke and costly image generators could 

easily be replaced by the visual renderers built into game engines often offering more realistic visualization capabilities.  

Game engines developed by a large community of developers could reduce costs and time to market for both new and 

traditional simulation systems developers alike. Most of the established game engines have been developed to serve a large 

community of consumers and developers. A lot of effort is put into developing detailed debugging/profiling tools and other 

aspects of a game engine to a very good standard. This level of effort is not easily matched by a traditional training and 

simulation provider. 

 

While games are generally developed for entertainment purposes, and are often not intended for accurately representing real 

world actions or environment, this paper focuses on the game based simulations (aka serious games) that adapt the 

commercial game engines for more realistic training applications. 

 

1.2 Some established game engines and ecosystems 
 

Today, the global video games market is estimated at $175 billion and growing [18]. From Marine Doom in 1996 and 

early development of VBS [11] by US Marines and the Australian Army, the militaries have been using game engines for 

simulation and training for a long time. Currently, VBS, Unity [12], and increasingly, Unreal are popular choices in the 

defense training and education market, and have been established over many years based on different business models.  

 

With a few exceptions such as Godot [19], which is open source and free to use, most game engines are proprietary and 

operate different license models for their use. Both Unity and Unreal are free for development and provide building blocks 

to easily develop games for a range of hardware platforms such as workstations, games consoles, mobile devices and 

mixed reality. Their popularity is not only due to unprecedented visualization and interactivity experienced by the end 

user, but also due to their extensive customizability, flexibility, cross-platform support, and vibrant online communities of 

developers and creators sharing knowledge to create those experiences. 

 

Both Unreal and Unity engines offer editors and tools to help artists develop games easily without having to learn a 

programming language. Unreal Blueprints system provides a visual drag and drop block programming capability allowing 

non-programmers to quickly and easily build simulations. As such, game engines have and should continue to lower the 

barriers for companies to enter into the military simulation and training market, while empowering the military to develop 

their own solutions. Additionally, most modern game engine architectures (e.g. Unity, Unreal, Crytek [13]) are modular 

and enable component-based software development, an approach that provides opportunities for amateur game developers 

to create new products or services for a variety of applications through the ecosystem. 

 

Nevertheless, developing a serious game would still be a significant undertaking and could require several years of effort 

to fully form. Some of the established game engines commonly used in defense training have taken several years to reach 

their current level of maturity. Therefore, exploitation of gaming technology for defense applications requires 

consideration of a number of factors to inform optimum enterprise strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1.3 Open standards based distributed simulation in defense and space 
 

Defense and space applications require the highest level of real-time performance, reliability, security, and in some cases, 

stringent functional safety. Capability development in defense and space has to work with limited budgets and often 

involve working together with many organizations across industry, academia, and government. Therefore, capability 

development in these markets must also establish modular and open architectures for affordable integration, maximum 

reuse, and agile evolution. These requirements are also largely true for modeling and simulation applications in these 

markets.  

 

In defense, one solution that has been working very well over the decades in meeting these requirements is building 

capabilities on open architectures and standards. Along the way, a thriving open ecosystem have been built to serve the 

needs of defense, which can draw upon a broad range of reference architectures, standards, products and services from 

industry and academia, and a large international community of experts. 

 

1.3.1 IEEE High Level Architecture (HLA) Standard 

 

One of the most successful open standards emerged from the defense industry for distributed simulation is the HLA 

standard. Incepted in the mid 90’s, HLA 1.3 was released in 1998.  More matured versions soon followed in 2000 (HLA 

1516-2000), and then in 2010 (SISO HLA Evolved). It is a generic and domain independent standard for simulation 

interoperability [17].  

 

 

Figure 1. Key Concepts of an HLA Federation  
 

Key concepts of HLA, as shown in Figure 1, include: 

- Federate, which is a participating simulation, that exchanges information with other federates. 

- Federation, which is the set of federates that simulate a shared scenario. 

- Runtime Infrastructure (RTI). All federates connect to the RTI to use services, such as information exchange. 

 

The RTI provides a number of generic simulation services including Federation Management, Publish/Subscribe services, 

Time Management, and Data Distribution and Management.  

 

One prominent feature of HLA is that it facilitates the development of information models, called Federation Object 

Models (FOM), for any simulation domain. A FOM describes the shared objects and interactions that are exchanged in a 

distributed simulation. A FOM can be provided as modules for better separation of concern, and to better support 

development by different teams. There are standardized FOMs, often known as reference FOMs, that can be extended 

using project specific FOM modules.  

 

Use of HLA initially grew within defense with a number of well-established supporting reference standards like SISO 

RPR FOM [15], NATO NETN FOM [16] now in widespread use. It has also been successfully exploited outside defense, 

for example in the space domain where Space FOM [14] is now in use on NASA and ESA programs. 
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1.4 Why combine game technology, serious simulation, and open standards? 
 

Game technologies have been successfully exploited over the years for individual and team training in co-located settings. 

In particular, they are prevalent in the military land domain for platform level training on gunnery, and tactics, techniques 

and procedures for unit based training where a few hundred soldiers may be co-located in large classrooms for virtual 

exercises all connected on a dedicated local area network with ample bandwidth.  

 

However, there still remain several challenges in exploiting gaming technologies outside the consumer markets, in 

particular for defense simulation and training applications. The application of game technologies remains limited against 

the requirements for collective and other types of large scale training (e.g. C2) mostly due to lack of modularity, scalability 

and performance over wide area networks and Cloud architectures. In recent years, co-located training has fallen out of 

favor owing to high logistical burden and technology advancements in connectivity. Future collective training systems 

require connectivity between several geographically dispersed systems and involve systems integrators bringing together 

high-performing best in class systems and components from multiple vendors. The train-as-you-fight trend within training 

and simulation also require connectivity with systems of allied forces for co-operative training.  

 

Games are generally developed to only work within their own game engine ecosystem. Technologies such as multiplayer 

frameworks would still currently require that all systems use the same game engine – an approach that can pose many 

issues, not least the risk of vendor lock-in and the prospect of throwing away the significant investments already made by 

the system developers and end customers.  

 

Game developers work with their own requirements and architectures specific to the game they are developing. Most game 

engines are “closely coupled” and monolithic in their architecture, such that all parts of the game are run together in a 

single instance. To date, the gaming within entertainment industry has shown no desire to interoperate between games due 

to consumer market dynamics and real incentivization for creating closed ecosystems through technical and commercial 

lock-in mechanisms. Some commercial frameworks look to integrate different game engines running on different servers, 

for example, for creating large scale virtual worlds combining best of each game engine. However, these frameworks are 

fraught with many problems and the challenges of interoperability, correlation and fair-fight remain. As such, open 

standards are needed to blend game engines and existing simulations for creating modern virtual battlefields and maximize 

the technology exploitation within defense training and simulation. 

 

Given that the choice of gaming engines is on the rise, one of the key questions that the defense customer has been mulling 

over for some years now is how to build reusable software that leverages the capabilities of gaming technologies while 

also providing backwards compatibility with defense asset formats, geospatial terrains, and communication 

interoperability requirements. The conflicting market dynamics and requirements between consumer and defense 

simulation markets are not easily reconciled. However, with the right technical and commercial strategy, modern game 

engines, such as Unreal, could offer ways to reuse some of the existing technologies and standards and remain vendor 

neutral and agile to evolving defense training requirements. 

 

NATO Modelling and Simulation Group (NMSG) Exploratory Team (ET) 044 [2] already conducted a study investigating 

if and how standards and technologies could be developed to promote modular game architectures for greater exploitation 

within defense modelling and simulation.  

 

The team concluded that: 

- commercial gaming technologies when combined with appropriate use of open standards can provide increased 

efficiencies, quality and validity benefits and more flexibility for defense applications 

- more flexibility and reusability of game engine components would make systems more valuable and cost-effective 

- more flexible standards would be needed to avoid frustrating game technology advancements 

 

This paper does not attempt to revisit and rehearse the same issues addressed by NMSG ET044. Instead, the following 

section covers a recent industry project developing open standards based technology that takes a significant stride towards 

addressing some of the issues. The project is primarily focused around information exchange challenge between game 

based simulation, and other simulation applications. It highlights how some of the existing gaming technologies may be 

easily adopted to support defense and space simulations with greater interoperability while working within the existing 

ecosystems and business models. Practical experiences from this industry project developing HLA based interoperability 

tools for the Unreal Engine [10] is discussed below. 

 



 

2. Practical Experiences In Developing An Open Standards 

Based System For The Unreal Engine 
 

Pitch Technologies, as a recipient of an Epic Game Mega Grant, created an Unreal Engine plugin that allows the 

user to connect their Unreal Engine Project to a HLA Federation [1]. This opens up a broad range of possibilities 

for the simulation developers: 

- utilize Unreal as a visualization engine for entities simulated in an HLA federation  

- enable entities simulated within the Unreal Engine Project to interact with entities and other services 

simulated elsewhere in the HLA federation and vice versa  

 

A brief summary of the practical experiences in the development of the plugin including the technical 

architecture, design decisions and how the team overcame some of the challenges are discussed below. While 

some basic knowledge in Unreal Engine and HLA would help reader’s understanding, some of the terminology 

is briefly covered herein for ease of reading.  

 

2.1 Technical Architecture  
 

2.1.1 Unreal Engine Basics 

 

Development using the Unreal Engine mainly involves two tools: 

1) C++ IDE: A number of popular IDEs such as Visual Studio can be used to write any C++ code for an Unreal Engine 

project  

2) Unreal Editor: Is a graphical editor that provides a visual overview of the project, ability to create custom static meshes 

and animate them, and create actor blueprints.  

 

Blueprints: Blueprints is a visual scripting system built into Unreal which allows users to add functionality without needing 

to write any code. 

  

Actors: An Actor is any object that can be placed inside the Unreal project (e.g a tank). Base attributes and functionality 

of an actor can be extended through blueprints. 

 

 

Figure 2. Unreal Engine Blueprints. 

 

 

2.1.2 Developing A New Unreal Engine Plugin 

 

Plugins is a mechanism to add functionality to an existing project. Plugins can add runtime functionality, add new toolbar 

and menu commands, and modify existing engine functionality. Plugins may be added to the project from the Unreal 

Marketplace or a locally available plugins folder.  

 

The developer can choose from a number of different types of templates from the Unreal Editor to auto-generate a new 

plugin. These templates include Blueprint Library, Editor Toolbar Button and Third Party Library. The Third Party Library 



 

template implements third party DLLs and libraries in the Unreal Engine environment. 

 

2.1.3 Pitch Unreal Engine Connector Plugin Architecture 

 

The architecture diagram with key components of the plugin is shown above. The Third Party Library interface was used 

for developing the HLA interface for the Unreal Engine. The third party library in this instance included a DLL that was 

generated in Pitch Developer Studio and provided the HLA API based on the RPR FOM standard. 

 

 

Figure 3. Pitch Unreal Engine Connector Plugin Architecture. 
 

This approach was proven to be very straightforward as the Third Party Library Template provided the example code for 

loading a third party library and its DLLs into Unreal. Using this template, it is possible to load as many libraries as needed.  

As part of the Pitch Unreal Engine Connector Plugin an actor called HLAConnector was developed, which provides the 

entry point of the plugin to access the HLA world. The HLAConnector allows the Unreal Engine project to connect to the 

federation and spawn, update and delete actors from the Unreal Environment as required. It also provides the ability to 

configure the HLA federation settings, mappings between RPR FOM entities and Unreal models, and handling 

interactions. As shown in Figure 2, a dedicated GUI was developed to help the user easily configure this mapping to the 

models available in the Unreal project. 

 

 
Figure 4. Example Mapping GUI 



 

 

 

2.2 Technical Challenges  
 

A number of challenges were encountered during this development. Some of the key challenges are briefly discussed 

below. 

 

2.2.1 Adding HLA Functionality and Properties to Blueprints 

 

One of the key requirements for the Pitch Unreal Engine Connector is to add HLA functionality and properties to existing 

actor blueprints. This can be done using actor components in Unreal. The actor components used in Pitch Unreal Engine 

Connector follow the same hierarchical structure as RPR FOM. This means they can be extended with new properties (e.g. 

NETN FOM). Entity updates from HLA are reflected in the actor component related to the updated entity, giving the actor 

access to the updated values. 

 

2.2.2 Integrating Third Party Libraries in Unreal Engine 

 

Unreal Engine does not support the standard C++ library. The 3rd party libraries could be based on standard C++ 

library. The Pitch Developer Studio generated code was based on standard C++ libraries for making API calls to 

the plugin. Nevertheless, when using values inside the Unreal Engine they require converting from Pitch Developer 

Studio types into types supported by Unreal Engine. This is also necessary to ensure that the attributes can be used 

within the Blueprint functionality. 

 

2.2.3 Working with Terrains  

 

As with all earth-centric simulations, a terrain database is needed to simulate the terrain inside the synthetic 

environment. When simulating real world scenarios, a copy of the real world terrain would need to be built within 

Unreal Engine. This can be particularly time consuming if one needs to be created.  

 

Unreal Engine has a build in plugin called Datasmith which helps with importing terrain and 3D content into Unreal 

Engine. Datasmith allows for levels and models that have been built using other commercial tools to be used in 

Unreal Engine. There is also support for directly importing FBX files into the engine. Simblocks, who were also a 

recipient of an Epic Games Mega Grant, have created a tool for converting the Common Database (CDB) standard 

in Unreal Engine. As CDB is widely used this could be used to import any existing CDB database. 

 

An age old problem when using different terrain databases across different simulators in the same simulation is 

whether or not they correlate. Even if there is a difference of a couple of meters between two terrain databases it 

can cause entities to look out of place and disrupt the immersion of the user, issues with collision detection, or in 

the case of in defense training applications, introduce “fair fight” issues. This problem will still be apparent if using 

Unreal Engine, unless a single terrain database is used for every simulator, which would require the database to be 

in a format supported by Datasmith. Using Simblocks Datasmith Exporter is another option if there is an existing 

CDB database used by external simulations. However, as discussed below, some simulation applications in the 

federation may be on different coordinate systems, full correlation could require some adjusting.  

 

Some correlation issues may be addressed, or at least partially, using terrain streaming into each simulator. This 

negates the need for a separate terrain database for each simulator, but does bring a requirement for an internet 

connection in most cases. Cesium, Simblocks and other providers offer an Unreal Plugin that allows for terrain to 

be streamed into Unreal Engine. 

 

2.2.4 Working with different Coordinate Systems 

 

Unreal Engine uses an XYZ coordinate system from the origin point (0, 0, 0). With one unit being one centimeter. So the 

coordinate (100, 0, 0) is 100cm away from the origin on the X axis. As such, some conversions were necessary from the 

RPR FOM geocentric coordinate system to Unreal Engine coordinate system and vice versa. This can also pose different 

challenges depending on the type of terrain database used for the project i.e. flat earth vs round earth. Epic Games provides 

a plugin which allows conversion between geocentric, geodetic and Unreal Engine coordinate systems for both flat earth 

and round earth, which greatly eased the development effort. 

 



 

2.2.5 Working with 3D Models and Entity Mapping 

 

In order to correctly load and display the remote entities within Unreal, an entity mapping algorithm that maps the RPR/DIS 

entity type with Blueprint actors was developed. Based on some standard criteria that can be implemented by Unreal 

developers, the plugin would select the closest match for an entity type from the available models. For example, if a remote 

entity is received with the entity type 1.1.255.1.1.2.0 (M1 Abrams), and a blueprint for that exact type is available, then 

the model matching the exact type would be used. However, if an exact match is not found, then the algorithm would find 

the closest match (e.g. Tank1 blueprint mapped to entity type 1.1.0.0.0.0.0) for the Unreal environment. It is good practice 

to develop basic physical entity types map that will apply to all physical entities (E.g. 1.1.0.0.0.0.0 (Land), 1.2.0.0.0.0.0 

(Air), 3.0.0.0.0.0.0 (Lifeform)) to a basic blueprint actor. This provides assurance that no matter what the entity type is, 

even if it is one not planned for, closest match to blueprint actor and model is spawned. 

 

As with terrain, custom models are required to display the correct model for an entity type. There are more physical entity 

models available to download and use inside Unreal Engine, from providers like the Unreal Marketplace, Sketchfab, and 

TurboSquid. Most of these are just static mesh models that can be added to a blueprint actor to add more functionality. 

Some provide a blueprint actor that allows smaller components, like hatches and wheels, to be moved. Using data from 

the simulation these smaller components can reflect any articulated parts in remote entities. Other blueprint actors have 

been created for use with HLA entities, an example of these are from Vigilante who have created a number of blueprints 

with functionality to control articulated parts of the model. Just having a blueprint actor that uses the correct model is not 

enough to work within the Unreal Engine. Functionality needs to be added to update the blueprint actor’s properties (spatial 

position, force identifier, etc.) to use and exchange data with the HLA federation. 

 

2.2.6 Game Engine Performance and Scalability 

 

When using the Pitch Unreal Engine Connector Plugin to connect an Unreal game to an HLA Federation there are some 

performance considerations that need to be taken into account. The number of entities in the simulation is a big factor 

when considering whether an Unreal game might be able to handle displaying them all. The more entities that the Pitch 

Unreal Engine Connector Plugin receives from the HLA Federation, the more Unreal actors need to be spawned and 

updated. This includes converting between coordinate systems, calculating any dead reckoning, moving the actors inside 

the Unreal level, and rendering any 3D models. Considering that the Unreal Engine also needs to load terrain models, 

apply physics and calculate lighting, large entity counts can have a performance cost in the simulation. The longer it takes 

to calculate all these things, the longer the average frame time. For example, to run the simulation at a 60 frame per second 

rate, each frame must only take 16.7ms to calculate everything. 

 

A number of strategies could be employed to reduce the computation time for each tick. A tick is the calculations to be 

processed by an actor usually within one frame of the simulation. One technique to make significant calculation time 

saving is to only tick when it is necessary, the less you tick the less time taken to compute a frame. Saving values to be 

used over multiple ticks is also a good way to reduce any unnecessary calculations being done. Another common technique 

is to select different level of details (LODs) depending on interest and proximity and thereby greatly improving the 

performance by reducing the complexity of models for example when a player is at a distance, and would not notice a high 

level of detail anyway. 

 

Unreal Engine has its own profiling tool called Unreal Insights. Unreal Insights gives a frame by frame report on how long 

each frame took and how long each process is taking to complete. It provides this for each thread running. Custom trace 

event scopes can be added to see the time taken to complete a specific section of code. This is useful to see exactly how 

long something is taking and using those values to determine exactly which section of code is causing problems. 

 



 

 

Figure 5. Example of Unreal Insights 

 

While there are several strategies for optimizing on performance, there is a limit to how many moving actors that 

Unreal Engine can handle while still maintaining performance. This number is significantly lower than the 

maximum number of entities that can be sent over HLA by an RTI. This is to be expected as an RTI just handles 

the flow of data whereas Unreal Engine has to receive that data, make calculations and render a 3D world, which is 

a lot more resource intensive. 

 

The HLA standard offers a number of features such as Interest Management and Data Distribution Management 

(DDM) services that can greatly help with performance and scalability. DDM is a way to filter out entities based on 

a set of specified regions. These could be a geographical location (e.g. filter out all entities except inside this 

geographical square) or a static property like a type (e.g. filter out all entities except cars). For example, developers 

may use these filtering mechanisms to reduce entities that the engine receives if the focus of the Unreal project is 

only a section of an overall simulation. This would reduce the number of Unreal actors that need to be spawned and 

updated, thereby increasing the overall performance.  Engine performance could be further scaled through increased 

computing resources including distribution over multiple computational nodes.  

 

It should be noted that the aforementioned performance and scalability challenges are quite common when 

integrating with other game engines and not unique to the Unreal Engine.  

 

3. Discussion  
 

This paper by no means addresses a number of other challenges when using game engines for serious simulation 

projects in defense and space. For example, terrain database correlation and ‘fair fight” problems in distributed 

simulation for military training are in some respects being exacerbated by the introduction of game engines, since 

game engines often have proprietary terrain formats and were never designed to be part of a larger simulation 

environment [5]. However, several techniques and technology are being researched and developed for the Unreal 

Engine to support commonly used standards within defense. This include support for CIGI, OGC CDB, and tools 

exporting exiting defense geospatial content (e.g. Presagis TerraVista) into standardized formats supported by 

Unreal. Another emerging capability is the terrain streaming into game engines to help further alleviate the terrain 

database correlation issues. Cesium For Unreal plugin being one example. These types of technologies could pave 

the way for game engine-based image generators becoming the norm in defense and space simulations in the not 

too distant future. 

  



 

 

Figure 6. Example HLA federation visualized using Cesium For Unreal plugin  

 

Beyond the visualization capabilities of game engines, capabilities in other areas such as physics modelling, AI 

behaviors and audio would be of interest to simulation developers. While Unreal Engine provides high fidelity 

graphics, there is still a lot of work to be done to create a fully realistic game. AI behaviors, physics, and 3D models 

are already part of the Unreal Engine but are not sufficient to use out of the box as potentially a lot of development 

is required to meet training expectations. Existing standards would also likely require extending for increased use 

of game engine capabilities. The Unreal ecosystem and its modular architecture could lend well to extending the 

existing standards and enhance interoperability between game based simulations and other simulations and promote 

SISO’s visions and goals of standards and interoperability of systems. 

 

Game engines actively support a variety of mediums for interacting with virtual environments. Using SDKs 

available out-the-box, developers can easily integrate game consoles, mobile devices and XR technologies to offer 

a greater choice of mediums for interaction, potentially leading to new and innovative solutions.  

 

The fidelity of game based simulations and suitability for training have been long debated. However, simulation 

fidelity requirements depend on the training need and today’s game engines could be deemed suitable for high 

fidelity training requirements. For example, given data, time and budget, models (vehicle dynamics, ballistic 

trajectory and characteristics, sensors) within a game could be enhanced to match the real systems. Nevertheless, 

with each game specific model implemented within the gaming architecture, the developer (and their customer) 

increases reliance on a specific engine and / or vendor. Security and IPR often further complicate and constrain 

certain project specific implementations inside the game engines. For example, classified weapons or sensor models 

would not be allowed inside a commercial game. Similarly, it would not be acceptable to an expert specializing in 

developing radio simulations to embed their software code inside a game engine without special commercial 

agreements.  

 

With distributed simulation, these separation of concerns are inherently facilitated, where experts focusing on 

specific aspects of simulation can provide components that communicate with a federation of simulation using open 

standards while ensuring security and protecting IPR. The modular architecture of Unreal offers greater choice for 

the developer in developing open standards based simulation applications that would form part of a wider federation, 

be it for physics modeling, visualization, or other. 

 

The experience of using Unreal Engine to develop a HLA plugin has been very positive. The engine provides a 

broad range of functionality, although it is easy to get lost when deciding what feature to use and how. Finding the 

relevant page in the vast quantity of documentation available can be a challenge. However, the Unreal Engine 

community is extremely helpful, and can often solve problems very quickly. 

 

 

 

 



 

4. Conclusion 
 

Today, many modelling and simulation requirements may be achieved using gaming technologies. However, the 

level of their utilization comes down to your enterprise goals and strategies. For example, when you have a 

requirement to simulate a new vehicle, you may choose to implement it in an existing game based simulation. 

However, the more models you add to a specific game simulation, the deeper you could get locked into the specific 

game technology developed by a single vendor, usually proprietary. You cannot easily reuse the models 

implemented in a specific game simulation in another game simulation unless they are based on open standards.  

 

In general, gaming technologies have already had a profoundly positive impact within training and simulation. 

However, unless the engines find greater utilization of open simulation standards their exploitation within defense 

training would be limited. A number of game engines already support common standards for visual models, which 

helps developers re-use the models across technologies developed by different vendors. Technologies supporting 

common standards for gaming should continue to be evolved and established to allow procurement agencies to 

convincingly mandate modularization and open standards for even greater exploitation of commercial gaming 

technologies.  

 

Technologies such as HLA-game connectors will greatly assist game developers as they collaborate with their 

counterparts in the simulation community. Multiplayer and cross platform capabilities hitherto, has only enabled 

players to play inside one game built by a single vendor and allowed them to choose their hardware platform of 

choice. However, technologies such as the HLA-game connector could be stepping stones towards going beyond 

the multiplayer gaming concepts and becoming a player inside any simulation. 
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